Year 7
Your Librarian Recommends:

Adventure
Louis Sachar
This brilliant book follows Stanley Yelnats, a 14-year-old boy
who's sent to a juvenile detention camp. He can't believe that
all he and the other boys have to do all day is dig holes - how
boring! But it's not long before Stanley realises he must uncover
the grave truth. Kids will have a HOLE lot of fun (sorry) reading
this wonderful tale!

Patrick Ness
This award-winning novel features an ancient monster, made
up of leaves and branches, who visits 13-year-old Conor
O'Malley each night at 12.07am. The monster offers to tell
Conor three stories - if Conor will tell his own story afterwards.
We learn that Conor's mother has cancer, Conor is bullied at
school, and that he has strained relationships with his father
and grandmother - but the monster has come to heal him.
Friendship, love and overcoming loss are central to this
poignant tale.

R.J. Palacio
Wonder is recommended reading for every 11-year-old. The
story follows August, a boy just about to start middle school
after years of being home-schooled by him mum. August's
facial disfigurement doesn't make starting school easy but as
he encounters bullies and difficulties at his new school so his
resilience and bravery grows. This moving story will have you
crying and laughing as you follow along with August's amazing
journey.

Siobhan Dowd
Ted likes the weather, he also likes statistics and routine but his life is
thrown into disarray when his Aunt Gloria and cousin Salim arrive,
like a hurricane, to stay in London en-route to a new life in New
York.
Ted and his older sister Kat arrange to take Salim on the London
Eye but although they watch him go up in a pod, he never comes
down again. Salim is missing. Ted's analytical mind becomes an
asset as he and Kat piece together the information surrounding
their cousin's disappearance and begin to unravel the mystery.
Ted is an endearing character and the focus of the story is on the
solving of a mystery rather than his Asperger's syndrome. This is a
beautifully written and engaging book.

Amy Wilson’s new novel is just the thing to curl up with as the nights
draw in. Stella Brigg lives with her nan and friend Peg in a little house
on the edge of the forest and if that sounds normal enough, Nan is
actually a ghost, and Peg is an imp. All three are in hiding from the
Shadow King whose creeping magic is slowly destroying the forest and
the creatures, magical ones included, who live within it. Lonely and
isolated, there’s one thing Stella wants more than anything, and that is
to go to school. She finally does, only to discover that there’s almost as
much magic in the corridors of Broadmere Academy as there is at
home. With new-found friends, and a new determination and
confidence, she’s finally ready to take on the Shadow King. Friendship
and fun are as important to the story as magic and spell-making, and
it’s a cleverly crafted and thoroughly entertaining adventure.

Danny Weston
Set in post-war Britain, this gripping novel is steeped in atmosphere
and adventure - think Enid Blyton for older readers with lashings of
creepiness in place of cream buns and ginger beer.
Noah and his adoptive mother Millicent, a bestselling children’s
author, are finding life hard after losing their beloved Captain in
battle. Struggling to write a new novel, Millicent insists they head to the
remote Scottish island of Inchtinn to find inspiration. Inchtinn means
“Island of the Sick”, on account of it being home to a ramshackle 400year-old leper hospital and not much else, apart from rumours of
ghosts and unpleasant deaths, and a colony of aggressively
protective guillemots.
When Noah encounters an otherworldly cave-dwelling girl, a sinister
real-life mystery unfolds as Millicent struggles with her fictional
Adventurers story.

J.K.Rowling
The Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who
are over seventeen are allowed to enter – but that doesn't stop Harry
dreaming that he will win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when
the Goblet of Fire makes its selection, Harry is amazed to find his name
is one of those that the magical cup picks out. He will face deathdefying tasks, dragons and Dark wizards, but with the help of his best
friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through – alive!

Classic

Frances Hodgson Burnett
The novel centres on Mary Lennox, who is living in India with her
wealthy British family. She is a selfish and disagreeable 10-year-old girl
who has been spoiled by her servants and neglected by her unloving
parents. When a cholera epidemic kills her parents and the servants,
Mary is orphaned.

Anna Sewell
Black Beauty is a horse, who grows up on a farm with other colts to
play with. He lives with his mother. One day, a horse is shot by
accident. Black Beauty's mother is extremely sad for this particular
horse and Black Beauty
soon realises that the horse was his older brother.
Black Beauty endures kind masters and mean, selfish ones.
The book shows that humans and animals should be treated alike.

Michael Morpurgo
Michael Morpurgo’s tender story of Joey, a brave hearted farm horse
who finds himself caught up in the horrors of war, cleverly conveys
both the violence and the occasional compassion, which occurs
during conflict. A classic story of animal courage and bravery.

J.R.R. Tolkien
Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable, unambitious life,
rarely traveling any farther than his pantry or cellar. But his
contentment is disturbed when the wizard Gandalf and a company of
dwarves arrive on his doorstep one day to whisk him away on an
adventure. They have launched a plot to raid the treasure hoard
guarded by Smaug the Magnificent, a large and very dangerous
dragon. Bilbo reluctantly joins their quest, unaware that on his journey
to the Lonely Mountain he will encounter both a magic ring and a
frightening creature known as Gollum.
“A glorious account of a magnificent adventure, filled with suspense
and seasoned with a quiet humour that is irresistible . . .

Real Life/ Teen Fiction
Sue Townsend
Through Adrian's diary, we hear him speak openly about spots, girls,
school and a troubling family life: all the time, convinced that he is a
genius and that nobody in the world can possibly understand him.
As the series develops, the Adrian Mole books become increasingly
satirical and poignant. However, they are all completely hilarious. A
coming-of-age must-read.

Benjamin Zephaniah
Alem is on holiday with his father for a few days in London. He has
never been out of Ethiopia before and is very excited. They have a
great few days togther until one morning when Alem wakes up in the
bed and breakfast they are staying at to find the unthinkable. His
father has left him. It is only when the owner of the bed and breakfast
hands him a letter that Alem is given an explanation. Alem's father
admits that because of the political problems in Ethiopia both he and
Alem's mother felt Alem would be safer in London - even though it is
breaking their hearts to do this. Alem is now on his own, in the hands of
the social services and the Refugee Council.

Suzanne Collins
In a dystopian future, the totalitarian nation of Panem is divided into
12 districts and the Capitol. Each year two young representatives from
each district are selected by lottery to participate in The Hunger
Games. Part entertainment, brutal retribution for a past rebellion, the
televised games are broadcast throughout Panem. The 24
participants are forced to eliminate their competitors while the citizens
of Panem are required to watch. When 16-year-old Katniss' young
sister, Prim, is selected as District 12's female representative, Katniss
volunteers to take her place.
William Golding
The classic study of human nature depicts the degeneration of a
group of schoolboys marooned on a desert island. Ralph, Piggy,
Simon and their fellow castaways attempt to develop their own
society — and fail disastrously.

Mark Haddon
Seen through the eyes of Christopher, a mathematical genius and
Sherlock Holmes fan, who also has Asperger's syndrome, this
bestselling novel opens with the discovery of a murdered dog on the
neighbour's lawn.
In his search to discover the identity of the killer, Christopher uncovers
some disturbing information about his own family, which throws his
ordered world into chaos, and he embarks on a journey to London to
find the mother he thought was dead.

Tiffany D. Jackson
After a summer in Georgia with her grandmother, Claudia returns to
Washington, D.C., ready to take on eighth grade with her best friend,
Monday, even though Monday didn’t respond to any of Claudia’s
letters over the past two months. Claudia soon finds, though, that
Monday is gone. Stories about where she is don’t add up and no one
seems concerned, but Claudia can’t shake the feeling that Monday
might be in real trouble.

Jerry Spinelli
Mica Area High School has never seen anything like Susan "Stargirl"
Caraway, a classic Manic Pixie Dream Girl who wears Native
American buckskins, plays the ukulele and cheers for both teams at
sporting events. A story about the perils of popularity, the courage of
nonconformity, and the thrill of first love.

Meg Cabot
Fourteen-year-old Mia, who is trying to lead a normal life as a teenage
girl in New York City, is shocked to learn that her father is the Prince of
Genovia, a small European principality, and that she is a princess and
the heir to the throne.

Fantasy
Rick Riordan
The Lightning Thief. Twelve-year-old Percy Jackson is on the most
dangerous quest of his life. With the help of a satyr and a daughter of
Athena, Percy must journey across the United States to catch
a thief who has stolen the original weapon of mass destruction — Zeus'
master bolt.

Michelle Paver
Six thousand years ago. Evil stalks the land. Only twelve-year-old Torak
and his wolf-cub companion can defeat it. Their journey together
takes them through deep forests, across giant glaciers, and into
dangers they never imagined.

Philip Pullman
Malcolm Polstead is the kind of boy who notices everything but is not
much noticed himself. And so perhaps it was inevitable that he would
become a spy...
Malcolm's father runs an inn called the Trout, on the banks of the river
Thames, and all of Oxford passes through its doors. Malcolm and his
dæmon, Asta, routinely overhear news and gossip, and the
occasional scandal, but during a winter of unceasing rain, Malcolm
catches wind of something new: intrigue.

Christopher Paolini
When Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the forest, he thinks it is the
lucky discovery of a poor farm boy; perhaps it will buy his family meat
for the winter. But when the stone brings a dragon hatchling, Eragon
soon realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as the
Empire itself.

Historical Fiction
Michelle Magorian
It's the story of young Willie Beech, evacuated to the country as
Britain stands on the brink of the Second World War. A sad,
deprived child, he slowly begins to flourish under the care of old
Tom Oakley - but his new-found happiness is shattered by a
summons from his mother back in London. As time goes by Tom
begins to worry when Willie doesn't answer his letters, so he goes
to London to find him, and there makes a terrible discovery .

Joan Lingard
Kevin and Sadie just want to be together, but it's not that simple.
Things are bad in Belfast. Soldiers walk the streets and the city is
divided. No Catholic boy and Protestant girl can go out together - not
without dangerous consequences . . . The second of Joan Lingard's
ground-breaking Kevin and Sadie books

John Boyne
Bruno has a happy life in Berlin, so is shocked when he learns his family
are moving to 'Out-With'. One day Bruno is out exploring the bleak
surroundings of his new home and befriends a boy of his own age:
Shmuel, who lives on the other side of a fence which surrounds a large
camp in the grounds.
Shmuel and the other inmates of the camp are all under-nourished
and wear a uniform of striped pyjamas. Bruno is not sure why they are
there or why he is forbidden to mix with them but the boys friendship
grows.
Their friendship sustains them both but ultimately ends in tragedy when
Bruno crawls underneath the fence to help Shmuel search for his
missing father. Suitable for readers older than the book's nine-year-old
protagonist, the story serves as a compelling and shocking symbol of
the futility and horror of the holocaust.

Laurie Halse Anderson
It is August 1793, Fourteen-year-old Mattie Cook is ambitious,
adventurous, and sick to death of listening to her mother. Her plans
are to turn the Cook Coffeehouse into the finest business in
Philadelphia. The disease, fever and tragedy strike, leaving Mattie
trapped in a living nightmare. ...

